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Background and methodology

• The ICG conducts an annual survey amongst members to assist with
profiling membership, understanding what people get out of their
membership, what they are happy with and what could be enhanced 
or changed.

• The survey was conducted via e-mail invitations to participate on-line.
• This years survey included key questions from previous years, and 

some new content to ascertain views about the future direction and 
strategy of the ICG.

• Where appropriate comparisons are made with previous surveys. 
• 340 ICG members were mailed an “invitation to participate”, and in 

total 220 responses were received (although a small proportion of 
these were only partially completed), yielding a response rate of 65%.

• Participating ICG members receive a detailed summary report, which 
should not be circulated.

• The data collection was conducted by Aurora, and project 
management & reporting by ICG member Susan Rogers.
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Survey completion rates

2010 340 65%

2009 340 67%

2008 326 70%

2006 268 56%

2005 194 70%

Year

Invitation to 

participate (raw 

numbers)

Response rates
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Summary of findings
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Summary of findings (1)

• About ICG members

– A few small changes in profile:- slightly more females and an increasingly older 
profile. No major changes in location or business status.

– Slight decline in the number of full time workers and corresponding increase in 
part time workers under 20 hours per week.

– For the vast majority of us (80%), our main activity is research consultancy.

– The profile of types of research conducted remains pretty static with the 
exception of “summarising previous research” which has increased this year. 
Possibly indicative of clients trying to squeeze every drop of value from 
historical research?

– About half of us are conducting international research, slightly down on 2009, 
however there is a general across the board increase in countries where 
research is conducted.
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Summary of findings (2)

• About ICG membership

– There are few changes in why we belong to the ICG with the top 3 reasons 

remaining:

• The opportunity to discuss problems and experiences with others

• Access to a business network

• Providing me with a sense of community

– However, there is an increase in most reasons – suggesting that there are more 

reasons for belonging than historically and/or increased awareness of what 

membership offers

– Following the slight decline in “worth while-ness” of belonging to the ICG last year –

it has increased slightly this year – although is not back to the level of 2008.

– Although there is a gradual increase in the proportion of members who use the ICG 

logo, only a quarter choose to do so. Its principle use is as a website addition.

– There are fewer of us attending ICG events. Although the reasons remain similar, 

the biggest increased barrier this year is “inconvenient locations” – probably 

reflecting the wider geographic spread of the membership in the UK and overseas.

– For future events, there is most interest in local networking sessions and least 

interest in members presenting their wares to members.
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Summary of findings (3)

• Future direction of the ICG

– When asked to rank the importance of the ICG aims, the most important is 

“Provide support and information via the e-group” and the least is “Opportunities 

for individual promotion, such as article placement and PR”.

– Almost two thirds of members want the membership fees to remain as they are, 

although over one third would be prepared to pay at least £20 extra in order to 

increase the ICG marketing budget.

– The main reasons emerging for not increasing membership fees are that the 

ICG is primarily expected to provide general business support and forums for 
members. Its remit as a sector-wide business promotion agent is less clear.

– The majority of members appear happy with the current level of ICG marketing 

activity and the membership fees. Others have not seen any obvious business 

advantage from being a member, and therefore feel that increasing ICG 

marketing spend is not justified. A minority say that the proposed increases are 

too small to make any significant impact anyway.

– Some believe we should keep subs as low as possible and if necessary cut 

marketing spend.
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Summary of findings (4)

• Future direction of the ICG (cont.)

– Just under a third do not think we should change our name. 1 in 10 say “definitely 

yes” and just over half say it depends what the alternative is. Hence the majority 

view appears to be that the name could be improved upon – but to what?

– Although there are one or two comments about retaining the word “consultant” or 

adding “marketing” to our name, the verbatim comments overwhelmingly suggest 

that people would like to see the word “research” in the name.

– There is no clear winner from several new names tested 

– Just over a third preferred MRCG - The Market Research Consultants Group. 

However, just under a third disliked all the suggestions equally.
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Summary of findings (5)

• The Indie, the website and our e-group

– There is a noticeable increase in the number of members who never read the Indie 

newsletters, and a slight decline in those who always read them. This suggests that 

a re-vamp should be explored.

– However, of those who do read The Indie in whole or part, the overall opinion rating 

is exactly the same as last year – a mean score of 6.9 out of 10.

– Almost all of us claim to have visited the ICG website in the past 12 months –

although not especially frequently, with around two thirds visiting it less than 

monthly.

– The top two website descriptors chosen are “professional” and “knowledgeable”. 

However nearly a third say it is predictable and 1 in 10 chose mundane, boring & 

old fashioned. Nobody finds it exciting.

– The overall website rating dropped this year from 7.1 to 6.2 out of 10. This may in 

part be methodological: we asked you to look at the site before answering the 

questions if not visited recently. It is therefore difficult to know to what extent the 

result reflects a real drop and method effect. However, we received many 

suggestions for website enhancements, which will be carefully reviewed.
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Summary of findings (6)

• The Indie, the website and our e-group (cont.)

– (During the past year the ICG trialled the use of Google AdWords campaigns). 

Three quarters of members do not believe they have had any cold enquiries from 

the ICG website. Those that have had enquiries feel that very few resulted in a 

proposal or any business.

– Most members are aware of the Suppliers Directory or listing; however there is 

mixed reaction as to how useful supplier listings are for individuals.

– The great majority of our members remain opted in to the e-group. The e-group 

gained an average rating of 8.1 out of 10. This means it remains the highest 

regarded ICG activity area, with a score on par with last year.
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Summary of findings (7)

• Modus operandi and business trends

– About two thirds of our work comes from existing and a third from new clients.

– Most members deal on average with between 5 and 10 clients per year. Our 

main client type is, by a considerable margin, research agencies.

– Our main interfacing client is a research / insights director or manager.

– Although our average turnover has increased since last year it is not back to the 

level of 2008. Average profit is the lowest for 3 years.

– The financial data are reflected in business confidence ratings, how we found 

2009 compared with 2008, and expectations for 2010.

– There has been a 10% year on year increase in the proportion of members not 

covered by any of the main types of business insurance. Over the same period 

each individual insurance type shows a slight increase in users. This indicates a 

polarisation regard to professional insurance as the ICG membership grows and 

widens.
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Detailed results:

About ICG members
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Profile (1) Gender and age

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Male

Female

2010 base: 220

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Under 40

40 - 49

50 - 59

60+

2010 2009 2008 2006 2005
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Profile (2) Location

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

London boroughs

Home counties

Rest of UK

Outside of UK

2010 2009 2008 2006 2005

2010 base: 220
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Profile (3) Business status

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

2010

2009

2008

2006

2005

Sole trader Limited company Partnership

2010 base: 220
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Profile (4) Hours worked

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

2010

2009

2008

2006

Full-time (35 or more hours a week) Part-time (20-34 hours a week)

Part-time (10-19 hours a week) Part time (under 10 hours a week)

Base size: 220
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Main Business activity

2010 Base size: 203

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Research consultancy

Fieldwork

recruitment/interviewing

Data and analysis

Other (Please specify)

Other:
Brand consultancy
Consultancy (2)
Desk research and report writing
'Full service'
HR consulting
Insight professionals development
MR services
Planning and research
Recruiter
Training (2)
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Main type of market research conducted

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Ad hoc qual projects

Part project services (interviewing etc)

Design/advise on research programmes

Ad hoc quant projects

Project management

Provide consultancy

Summarise previous research

Carry out desk research

Provide training services

Interim management

Design but not action projects

Lecture/ teach

Provide field services

Provide modelling/ statistical services

Provide data processing services

Other (please tell us what)

2010 Base size: 220
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Types of market research conducted at all? (1)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Carry out ad hoc qualitative projects

Provide other part project services (interviewing,

moderating, report writing)

Design/advise on research programmes as a whole

Carry out ad hoc quantitative projects

Provide project management

Provide consultancy on other specific aspects of research

Carry out desk research

Summarise previous research

2010 2009 2008

2010 Base size: 220
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Types of market research conducted at all? (2)

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%

Provide training services

Interim management

Design ad hoc projects but don’t personally carry them out

Lecture / teach

Provide field services

Provide modelling/ statistical services

Provide data processing services

2010 2009 2008

2009 Base size: 220
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Types of market research conducted at all? (3)
“Other” work

• 2nd/expert opinion 

• Coach

• Data analysis

• Data visualisation

• In situ locum

• Marketing consultancy, idea generation workshops

• Micro business mentoring

• Proof-reading

• Recruitment

• Software development

• Strategic consultancy

• Translating

• Translation, interpreting, transcription



Whether carried out International research?
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2010 Base size: 219

20102009200820062005
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Yes
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International market research x region

2010 Base size: 113

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Other Western Europe

USA/ Canada

Far East

Eastern Europe

Republic of Ireland

Central or South America

Middle East

Australia/ New Zealand

Africa

2010 2009 2008 2006
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About ICG membership
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ICG membership (1)
When first joined ICG?

Base size: 214

2010

6%

2009

16%

2008

11%

2005

11%

2004

8%

2003

7%

Before 2003

17%

2007

14%2006

10%
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ICG membership (2)
Reasons for belonging to the ICG?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

The opportunity to discuss problems and experiences with

others

Access to a business network

Providing me w ith a sense of community

Access to w ork opportunities

Help in keeping me up to date w ith developments in research

Help in feeling less isolated

Help in getting information on business management matters

The opportunity to share projects w ith others

Help in giving credibility to my independent status

Access to a social network

2010

2009

2008

2010 base = 220
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ICG membership (3)
“Worth” of belonging to the ICG?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Very worthwhile

Fairly worthwhile

Not very worthwhile

Not at all worthwhile

2010 2009 2008

2010 base = 220
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Whether use ICG logo?

2008 18%
2009 23% 
2010 26%

Where used Raw numbers 

2009

Raw numbers 

2010

Website 23 40

Sales literature 12 10

Presentation front page 7 8

Letterhead 5 7
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Whether attended any events in the past year?

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Yes

No

2010

2009
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Reasons for not attending events

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Too busy

The locations weren’t convenient

It's too expensive to go to London

The subjects of the talks didn’t interest me

Not really interested in attending events

Not in the country at the time

Only recently joined ICG

I don’t like going to London

Only really interested in networking side

The talks/ events were too expensive

2010 2009 2008

2010 Base size: 131 – all who didn’t attend an event
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Other reasons for not attending events

• Other reasons for not attending
– Attending a 'lunchtime' meeting takes up the whole day (especially in London)

– Based in Canada

– Clashed with other work commitments - how this is *not* one of the precoded answers is baffling!

– Dates clashed with client work

– Diary clashes.

– Do not live in UK

– Evening/ early morning impractical

– I am based in Spain and travelling and accommodation expenses have to be added on to the 
equation

– I live in France

– I run a business and have an 18 month old!

– I would go if i was there for another reason as well

– I'd go if i felt i needed to in order to earn more money. I don't really have an interest in research 
issues per se

– Just don't get round to it! Think networking thoroughly good idea!

– No midlands gathering

– Only just joined

– Other UK meetings clash

– Simply date conflicts

– Time taken to go to London

– Times of day and dates not convenient. Assume it would be rather cliquey

– Work and holidays 
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Interest in events x type

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Local networking events

Central London talks / networking

Webinars

Summer party in London venue

Christmas party in London venue

Members present their companies to other

members

Very interested Possibly interested Not sure Not interested

Base size: 207
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Interest in events:
Local networking events

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Very interested

Possibly interested

Not sure

Not interested

2010 2009

Base size: 207
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Interest in events:
Central London talks including networking

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Very interested

Possibly interested

Not sure

Not interested

2010 2009

Base size: 207
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Interest in events:
Webinars i.e. you can listen via phone link and see charts on line

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Very interested

Possibly interested

Not sure

Not interested

2010 2009

Base size: 207
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Interest in events:
Summer party in London venue

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Very interested

Possibly interested

Not sure

Not interested

2010 2009

Base size: 207
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Interest in events:
Christmas party in London venue

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Very interested

Possibly interested

Not sure

Not interested

2010 2009

Base size: 207
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Interest in events:
Events where ICG members present their companies to other members

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Very interested

Possibly interested

Not sure

Not interested

2010 2009

Base size: 207
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ICG – The future
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Rank importance of the ICG membership aims
- Mean score

1 2 3 4 5 6

Provide support and information via the e-group

Providing opportunities for new business

Active promotion of the smaller MR consultant as a

sector, via ICG external marketing

Providing events for face to face networking,

socialising and learning

Provide online resources via the ICG website

Opportunities for individual promotion, such as

article placement and PR

Base size: 191

Ranked 1 to 6. The smaller the mean score – the more important it is
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What would you pay for the annual subscription?

Base size: 214

62%

25%

11%

1% 1%

Annual subs are held at £60 / marketing budget of
£12,000 (as current year)

Annual subs are increased to £80 / marketing
budget increased to £19,500

Annual subs are increased to £100 / marketing
budget increased to £27,000

Annual subs are increased to £140 / marketing
budget increased to £42,000

Annual subs are increased to £120 / marketing
budget increased to £34,500
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Why do you say that? - 1
Annual subs are held at £60 / marketing budget of £12,000 (as current year)

• £15,000 but all on PR and promotion of the smaller independent sector and none on social 
functions and events - mostly because of my location they are of little or no use to me.

• £60 feels the right sort of subscription level for the services provided.  Most clients have 
their own preferred individuals for work if they use independents and I'm not convinced that 
spending a lot more money marketing the ICG would pay back. 

• Advertising per se has limited impact compared with other elements of the service marketing 
mix.

• All work which has been generated via ICG has been from fellow consultants who are 
already members, not from external (end) clients.

• At the end of the day, it's ultimately down to each of us to help promote the ICG. I think 
current spending seems to be about right, particularly for the current economic climate

• Because I haven't had any enquiries via ICG activity, and in any case, I see ICG mainly as 
support, and opps. To work with other icgers -- so any marketing activity is just a hygiene 
factor to me.  Although of course it would be great to get queries sourced via ICG activity --
but not great enough to spend a lot more money without any guaranteed return. 

• Because i see no benefit from the money ICG spends on marketing the group, and it's 
money down the drain for me.

• Because my main reason for joining the ICG is for the network...Not really as a marketing 
tool. As it stands it does what I want it to do and is great value for money. All too rare in this 
day and age.

• Because the ICG is doing a good job on its current budget
• Clients are really not aware of the ICG except through their personal relationships with 

individuals from my experience as a client so I am unconvinced by the success of marketing 
the ICG as an entity

• Collective marketing helps some higher profile ICG members but not the average ICG 
member. Please, reduce collective marketing spend.
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Why do you say that? - 2
Annual subs are held at £60 / marketing budget of £12,000 (as current year)

• Current ICG marketing sufficient combined with individual efforts
• Current spend is adequate
• Do my own marketing and connected with other groups
• Do we have any data which tells us how effective this marketing spend has been - rather 

than spend more I'd rather spend the current levels more effectively.
• Don't feel pr has been particularly successful, but this may be because i am not overly 

enamored with red wave, having dealt with them personally
• External ICG marketing does not bring me business, and is unlikely to in the future. I have, 

however, obtained business within the ICG, hence worth being a member but not worth 
subsidising large external spend.

• For me personally ICG plays an informational support role rather than a new business one
• For me, the value of ICG is more internal than external facing
• From a personal pov I like the ICG as a credible business group but am happy that the 

current investment gives that credibility.  I have no wish to be part of an 'independent MRS' 
(as the small agency MRS off-shoot became)

• Given the economic situation, I need to look at my expenditure and feel that the ICG should 
do the same

• Good to spend it on this but I may re-consider membership if fees grow too much
• Google adwords is a false economy IMO. Not sure if your spend benefits my business, just 

gives some more roles to other ICG members.
• "Happy with that amount .
• I am no expert on marketing"
• Haven't seen much benefit from what's been spent already so can't see it's worth increasing 

the budget.  Most important benefits are not to do with business development. A big 
marketing budget is just for the egos of a  few interested parties..... (Sorry if that sounds 
harsh)
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Why do you say that? - 3
Annual subs are held at £60 / marketing budget of £12,000 (as current year)

• I am a member because of / the benefits of being a member relate mainly to issues other 
than marketing/status raising via the ICG

• I am based in France so I don't benefit directly from many of the events that are organized 
by the ICG.

• I am happy as ICG works now. Most useful for me is the yahoo group to search for work 
opportunities, post work opportunities, share knowledge and best practices. 

• I am happy with current arrangements.
• I am happy with things as they are . i  direct people to the ICG website . i do not need  for it 

to be marketed more . i would leave if it became more costly
• I am hesitant whether or not I will benefit from this!
• I am not clear how much an extra £7000 per year would really achieve, when the extra costs 

could put people off re-joining. I guess it depends whether the ICG wants to grow or keep to 
a number of members similar to now. 

• I am not looking to ICG to create leads for new business, therefore extra marketing effort 
would not be a significant benefit to me personally. 

• I am not sure whether collective marketing does yield rewards
• I believe ICG should focus on online positioning of independent consultants and that we 

value the fact that is more affordable than other associations. Given the current economic 
climate subscription fees should not be increased.

• I believe it is up to individuals to promote themselves
• I can honestly say I get all my clients directly, and would expect this to continue in the future.  

I'm happy for the ICG to market the sector, but I can't honestly say I would see personal 
benefit in increased marketing costs.  But I'm happy to go with the flow and wouldn't leave if 
you did.

• I cannot afford to be paying large amounts of money for subscriptions
• I do not believe ICG should list in directories. Waste of money.
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Why do you say that? - 4
Annual subs are held at £60 / marketing budget of £12,000 (as current year)

• I don't derive much of a benefit from ICG.  The subscription is about right for what I expect of 
the organisation

• I don't feel I benefit from that spend anyway
• I don't hold any particular views on this topic, being a very recent member of the ICG
• I don't know how effective your marketing efforts are and would prefer to do my own than 

pay more for an unknown return.
• I don't really see that the ICG is getting value for money from the collective marketing
• I don't see much role for promotion of the sector
• I don't support greatly increased spend on external marketing because I doubt it's 

effectiveness
• I doubt whether, apart from a web site listing, that I benefit from other spend
• I have always valued and believed more in the ICG as a 'service' to members and as a 

community of experienced colleagues, than as a 'brand' to promote. To make the latter 
really work we would need either a much bigger budget and/or some really fantastically 
newsworthy stories. If the latter, I do not see how this benefits the ICG rather than the 
individual/company who did the ground breaking work unless it could be shown that the 
group resources made it possible.

• "I have no real feel for how much traffic is currently driven to the ICG website and how many 
""find a consultant"" searches are actually carried out.

• My own experience is that i have gained no new work directly from the ICG website, so 
therefore i would not want to increase online marketing spend."

• I have no view, based on no information about what the marketing achieves
• I have seen in the past how the MRS went the "money route" and it did not benefit the 

group.
• I like the idea of collective marketing and happy to support it, but not sure how much i 

benefit from it as my main focus is the personal contact via the egroup.
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Why do you say that? - 5
Annual subs are held at £60 / marketing budget of £12,000 (as current year)

• I probably don't get enough out of it to warrant paying any more. Since I am just DP.
• I think an increased spend will not necessarily lead to increased traffic to ICG website and 

greater exposure.  ICG members telling their clients about the group will probably have a 
greater impact.  Google adwords, in my experience are a complete waste of money - only 
drive unsolicited supplier phone calls!

• "I think generating press releases, articles, etc. Is probably better value than spending 
money on normal advertising. 

• I don't know about how good google is for ICG. 
• As for the total amount that should be spent, if someone is a member of ICG, MRS,  esomar 

and maybe one or two more work related bodies, it already all adds up to a lot of cost per 
annum, probably more than most independents would wish to pay."

• I think the amount spent is sufficient for now. I don't personally feel its effects very much.
• I think the ICG is mainly for researchers and as a field agency/recruiter have never received 

any new enquiries from the website. I don't feel that if any more were spent on marketing it 
would benefit me. 

• I think the ICG is of greatest benefit to the consumer mr people - i think it is less effective 
attracting the b2b buyer.

• "I think we should keep subs at a reasonable level. Many like me are also members of MRS, 
BIG and other communities so costs ratchet up!

• I do believe we should put a lot of effort into marketing however but should get more of us 
writing articles and doing our bit communally for the ICG and acknowledging it so that we 
market the organisation as we market ourselves - in other words, that we are committed to 
our own marketing as well as paying for outside marketing support."

• I was in two minds whether or not to rejoin this year as it has not turned out to be as i 
imagined.  I have basically just become a voyeur on a blog and it did not turn out to be a 
source of work (i.e., if there is anything going, it is usually snapped up well before I see it).  
So, if the fees did increase, it is most likely that I would not renew.
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Why do you say that? - 6
Annual subs are held at £60 / marketing budget of £12,000 (as current year)

• I work in very specific areas. I believe any new work brought in by the ICG would benefit 
other members rather than myself.

• I would favour another hard copy directory to complement the website resource
• "ICG meets all needs as is.
• A large increase in subs. Would put the organisation out of line with other MR and business 

associations."
• I'm happy with the current level of activity, and therefore current spend
• I'm not convinced that the marketing activities are of much value - for me it's about the 

networking
• I'm not sure that icg's marketing has benefited the ICG or my business. I use it as an 

information service via the egroup - I've seen no evidence of marketing working.
• In 10+ years of membership i have never benefited from ICG marketing activity
• In the current economic climate I don't think the subscription should be changed 

significantly.
• It is at the appropriate level now
• "It's not so much 'how much' but what is the return on investment.
• Have any figures been produced?
• If there are no precise roi's the min. Should be spent."
• It's up to the individual to market their business. The ICG is helping by giving advice how to 

do so. Clients choose suppliers because they seem right for the task, not because they 
belong to a particular trade organisation.

• Keep membership cost low. Committed members should be promoting the ICG without the 
need to increase the marketing spend

• Keeping membership costs low is important. I think networking element is more important 
personally versus collective marketing
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Why do you say that? - 7
Annual subs are held at £60 / marketing budget of £12,000 (as current year)

• Less should be spent on marketing and more on providing resources for consultants to use. 
• "Marketing would need to increase very dramatically in costs to have a much wider impact -

keep spending the best 20% to get 80% impact.
• Lose members because of costs and the raison d'etre has gone
• Money is short at the moment and i am not sure what any extra funds would be spent on.
• Money tight at present. Little evidence from my perspective that awareness of ICG is very 

high (or growing)
• "Most of the collective marketing is directed at professionals based in UK, working in the UK 

and I hardly benefit from that as my main target market is south America.
• I believe the amount currently spent is fair as i haven't personally seen any additional 

advantages in the last few years that the ICG has been spending in collective marketing"
• My answer reflects the fact that the main benefit of membership for me is access to the e-

group 
• "my experience of the ICG is that its far more focused market research purists than I 

anticipated.  As someone who practices MR as just a part of a wider retail consultancy brief, 
I've come to believe that ICG is unlikely to promote my business adequately / accurately. 
ICG has become simply a forum for me to sound out / obtain services in aspects of MR in 
which I'm not expert.  In practice this has not happened much in my first year of membership 
but I anticipate it having some future value hence my continued membership.  

• A criticism i would make is that the discussion forum has descended into a bit of a comfort 
blanket for a select few - its much more cluttered with esoteric aspects of running a business 
such as should i buy an iphone, than i believe it was when i first joined."

• My needs for marketing the ICG are very small as really only use it as information source 
rather than to generate more work.

• My question is what marketing?
• No need for anymore
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Why do you say that? - 8
Annual subs are held at £60 / marketing budget of £12,000 (as current year)

• No need for anymore
• No way to accurately measure the ROI you get. Keep budget at minimal £12,000
• None
• Not really exposed to the marketing activities and cant gain from training etc as starts too 

early for cheap train travel
• Not sure that the extra budget will make a big difference - but the increase in subscription 

will
• Not sure what each increase in budget would buy.  Is more necessarily good/ effective?
• Only benefits a few members
• Personally I don't make nearly as much use as I could of the icg's services but realistically 

I'm not going, to as I am just freelancing for other agencies
• Stay small and not too formal. Don't become an institution.
• Subs should remain low as possible
• The collective marketing does not seem to be hugely effective and I would in any case 

prefer to do my own.
• The external marketing is not an important aspect of my membership
• The people in the group are the best resource for me
• Think spend should be kept to a minimum and the basics are well covered now
• This is a very personal view because I only work part-time and work almost entirely with/for 

other members of ICG or other agencies, which is why I would prefer to keep the subs as 
low as possible.
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Why do you say that? - 9
Annual subs are held at £60 / marketing budget of £12,000 (as current year)

• To me that is ok
• Too many demands on cash during these difficult times
• Unless we substantially increase the budget there is a limit to what additional benefit there 

will be.  So would rather keep strategy as it is and maintain current subscription level
• Unlikely to benefit from collective marketing
• Unsure how this impacts on the individual consultant
• Unsure what effective outcomes have been gained from the ICG marketing budget.  How is 

this evaluated and what is the ROI?
• We are very small and i have not seen any direct result in terms of my business from your 

pr/marketing
• We spend the right amount - its more got to do with "how" you spend it now. I would NOT be 

prepared to fund a higher marketing budget with an increased subscription fee.
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Why do you say that? - 10
Annual subs are increased to £80 / marketing budget increased to £19,500

• Any further carefully targeted marketing & PR are all to the good - surely spend of £19+ has 
to be more beneficial than the current figure of around £12K? 

• Anything that can add credibility and raise awareness is good and the need to explore all 
types of networking opportunities

• Because I want the sub to stay under £100
• Because no one else is supporting the independent sector. It should be spent at market 

research events promoting the organisation and the concept of independent market 
researchers and on the web site with good search engines.

• Cant do much with the lower figure - need more money to make an impact
• Continue to use PR and other marketing means to highlight better value for money in using 

independent consultants rather than agencies - specifically targeting larger research buyers 
through use of case studies to highlight the strengths of ICG members.

• Doing a good job now, a little higher dues would not be onerous to members but would 
provide a bit more for marketing efforts

• For me, I view the ICG as invaluable internal resource, rather than as a body which will help 
build my business so not sure on benefits of more collective marketing to me

• Gradually increase and see if it is effective
• Happy for the committee to have bigger budget to play with
• I am based in France, there is no marketing targeting France so increasing more the fee 

wouldn't be interesting for me anyway!
• I assume marketing has been successful, so increase the budget (a bit)
• I don't see how increasing the ICG marketing spend will benefit me as an individual member 

much.  Unless the marketing spend is increased dramatically, the impact will probably be 
very little.  And if it is increased dramatically, what is the aim of that?
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Why do you say that? - 11
Annual subs are increased to £80 / marketing budget increased to £19,500

• I think a small increase in subs would be worth it if ICG can be marketed more - as much 
about specifically increasing awareness of issues in different sectors - to me it would be 
increasing public sector use of ICG members

• I think ICG runs a too-tight ship. I currently pay around £140 per year to CIM and feel the 
direct benefits I get from ICG are comparable.

• I think ICG should be more focused on its promotional activities- clearly targeting major 
client companies and making sure research decision-makers in those companies know 
about ICG and hold it in esteem. Building links with client groups (e.g. does AURA still 
operate?) Would be very helpful! 

• I think it would be good (if not in place already) to have someone actively builds presence of 
the group, i.e.., Increased activity on linkedin...Related social networks, direct but affordable 
marketing to business decision-makers, maybe through the MRS if possible.  The site is 
well-designed but I just think not as many people know about it is could do.

• I think that the development s to the website have been excellent and i would imagine that 
performance in the rankings could be enhanced online with greater budgets

• I think there is a limit to how much can be achieved for individuals via promotion through the 
ICG. Therefore I struggle to see how a significantly higher increase of spend will generate 
new business. But I do acknowledge that £12k is small so I am in favour of raising the fees 
to help provide a more useful budget

• I think we probably need a bigger budget to make a bigger impression but equally upping 
subscriptions too far in the current climate is risky in a context where I am not clear of the 
benefit I get as an individual of the ICG marketing activities

• I would be prepared to pay that level of additional money for the extra marketing.
• I would be prepared to spend a little more on subscription in the hope that the extra 

marketing spend would increase the exposure/membership of ICG. In turn hoping this would 
increase new bus for me.
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Why do you say that? - 12
Annual subs are increased to £80 / marketing budget increased to £19,500

• I would happily increase the amount available to the ICG for marketing,  but do have to 
consider the money that we also spend for our memberships of other professional bodies.  

• I would like to see what incremental increase brings to ICG
• I would like to try and increase the budget for say 1 year, and then see if it has had an 

effect. If not, then we can either go higher again or bring subs back down.
• I'd like to say we should give more as i do believe the collective force of the ICG 

membership and brand is worthy of  higher profile but this is a tough time for costs so i need 
to be mindful of that too 

• I'm not sure how to spend it - i am rather poor at marketing - it is more of a case of being 
happy to up the subscription if it is beneficial to all

• It is good to promote us independents and generally increase recognition of ICG
• It is important to market the idea of independent consultants versus larger companies, and 

the benefits of working with smaller outfits
• Many consultants are running small businesses in difficult trading conditions, so there is little 

scope for really big subscriptions. However, more intensive marketing to provide business 
opportunities with slightly larger subs would be useful. 

• Marketing is needed; online is the way forward and expected medium, opportunity to extend 
the online element

• More focus on this. I think the ICG should make this a priority
• Much as I love ICG, I don't feel it justifies the same membership fee as MRS (it has no code 

of conduct, for example); but I am happy to pay a slightly higher fee to boost the marketing 
budget.

• My answer was more about subs than annual spend of the ICG. I can come to terms with 
£80 if that means greater promotion. £100 is a bit steep.

• Need to be convinced that the extra expenditure would generate some benefits - and not 
sure the ICG committee would be able to, so alternative would be much higher expenditure 
on membership which i don't want
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Why do you say that? - 13
Annual subs are increased to £80 / marketing budget increased to £19,500

• Needs to be pr driven, not convinced that we would get value from Google AdWords
• Nervous about the new Gov being against 'consultants' and this generalising across 

business. Need to keep reminding them of the expertise and value we offer.
• Really don't know - use ICG primarily for 'internal' benefits.
• Targeted marketing is best so a slight increase in budget should enable the team to use the 

budget most effectively rather than giving them a vastly increased sum. We need to see how 
it works 1st before we spend more.

• The collective amount spent on subs across different organisations needs to be managed, i 
don't think the ICG has done enough for me/my business to justify much more spend, but if 
we give you a bit more, lets see what you can come up with.

• The current subscription is probably too low, although if subscribing to AQR, MRS, Esomar 
etc then annual subs to organisations rapidly rack up.. I certainly get more practical value 
out of ICG than other organisations i am a member of, so feel it is worth a bit more. Would 
like to see us driving up the profile though.

• The more promotion the better as it can only raise profile and work opportunities.
• The pr profile could be higher
• "Think we need to be smarter about how we use things like linked - in - maybe even having 

a training session on this.
• Also try advertising rather than pr for a year and see what difference , if any, that makes. I 

think we need to keep our presence at trade shows."
• This is based more on what i feel happy to pay than a budget target
• To raise awareness of ICG and membership
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Why do you say that? - 14
Annual subs are increased to £100 / marketing budget increased to £27,000

• £100 is still very reasonable, and a bit more money behind marketing the concept of using 
independents seems like a sound idea. I would be loathe though to spend too much more 
without monitoring effectiveness and knowing more about what marketing activity we might 
undertake.

• £27,500 should provide a good(ish) pr budget
• A relatively small increase in subscriptions might have a significant increase in marketing 

spend and awareness increase.  Also it would help maintain ICG status / commitment.
• A small increase will more than double the marketing budget.  I am happy to pay for this to 

give the ICG more flexibility.
• About £10,000 on collective marketing  - rest on improving services to members  -

individual promotion, online network maintenance, social.
• As i do mainly training, promoting the ICG to clients doesn't matter much to me, but it should 

also raise the status of independents, and i think that is important too.
• At £100 it is still fantastic value and awareness of the ICG is low. It needs a higher profile.
• At the moment, i know it goes on, but it doesn't seem to be very visible. It is important to do 

this and firmly believe that the ICG has a role. The insight show in November was a very 
valuable venture which gave me a fair bit of work. More like that would be very welcome, 
especially given the bucket shop turn that the larger MR companies have taken - I've never 
had so much work.

• I am very keen that the ICG should grow and raise its profile so that it gets taken seriously 
by the outside world, especially the public sector

• I don't have a real view on how much is spent on collective marketing as I don't think the big 
blue chip companies I like to work for will be browsing our listings for their next moderator 
but think the ICG is easily worth as much as the MRS!
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Why do you say that? - 15
Annual subs are increased to £100 / marketing budget increased to £27,000

• I really didn't know about the ICG before I joined after another member telling me about it - I 
think it is important to promote members - I think £100 membership is realistic as we are all 
quite small - and need to spend our money wisely but it would be good to increase the 
marketing activity and therefore I think 100 would give good value for money

• I think the ICG is a really worthwhile organisation, but £12,000 is not an adequate marketing 
budget.  Increasing to £27,00 feels like it might allow enough money to advertise more 
heavily, e.g.. In research magazine

• I think the subs are relatively cheap nowadays.  Collectively I think we should get more PR 
for smaller companies/ independents through article placement and general promotional 
activity and link ups - not sure a stand at the insight show is VFM but you guys know the 
number of visitors vs cost....

• I think the subscription is very cheap. The value I get from that is mainly covered by the e-
group. I'd like to see the ICG improve the web site for prospective clients looking for 
consultants. This probably needs significant additional budget rather than more volunteer 
time

• ICG needs wider saliency across marketing world - so that it acts as quality standard and is 
recognised. Small ads in trade mags promoting ICG as a resource, not PR that promotes 
one or two individuals

• If spreading into other networks costs more money then so be it
• In the current economic climate businesses have to proactively promote and market why 

they are better than  others to survive. With increased marketing the ICG members must 
benefit, not all, but the majority I would hope.

• More marketing can only be positive
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Why do you say that? - 16
Annual subs are increased to £100 / marketing budget increased to £27,000

• Need to generate more business opportunities for members
• PR plus small (very very small) space ads in marketing week aimed at clients
• "Response driven by value to me - ICG is about a billion times more useful than AQR, would 

happily pay same level of sub.
• I think one of the most valuable marketing activities is organising speakers - it publicises the 

ICG to the speakers (including service suppliers) by getting us in front of them!  I'm not sure 
about general PR but I do think presence at the MRS, esomar etc is valuable"

• The budget needs to double to have any real uplift on effectiveness - hence choice of £100 
sub

• Think we should spend more on marketing, but not necessarily in the way its been done to 
date! We have such a wide range of expertise and could literally offer anything and 
everything to clients, but they don't realise it at the mo, I suspect

• Worth matching MRS subs and being able to do really worthwhile marketing - not a great 
cost individually
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Why do you say that? - 16
Annual subs are increased to £100 / marketing budget increased to £27,000

• Need to generate more business opportunities for members
• PR plus small (very very small) space ads in marketing week aimed at clients
• "Response driven by value to me - ICG is about a billion times more useful than AQR, would 

happily pay same level of sub.

• I think one of the most valuable marketing activities is organising speakers - it publicises the 
ICG to the speakers (including service suppliers) by getting us in front of them!  I'm not sure 
about general PR but I do think presence at the MRS, esomar etc is valuable"

• The budget needs to double to have any real uplift on effectiveness - hence choice of £100 
sub

• Think we should spend more on marketing, but not necessarily in the way its been done to 
date! We have such a wide range of expertise and could literally offer anything and 
everything to clients, but they don't realise it at the mo, I suspect

• Worth matching MRS subs and being able to do really worthwhile marketing - not a great 
cost individually

Annual subs are increased to £140 / marketing budget increased to £42,000

• Easiest sell is to existing customers/contacts. So internal ICG promotion first.  Consistent 
drips of information needed to maintain a brand identity and small budgets are wasted 
money as have no consistent impact. 
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Should the ICG change its name?
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Name suggestions?
All who say name should change (1)

• ""Consultants" implies high cost
• "Independent" of what?  The focus is on market researchers so perhaps the title should 

reflect this?"
• Do not use the word 'consultant' - it implies someone who is expensive and lives at least 50 

miles away.  We are experienced, professional research practitioners and that's why people 
buy us, not because we are 'independent' or 'consultants'

• "Don't fall into the cliché of using the word 'insight' - try to present a more forward thinking 
and creative image. We need to look like we are the cutting edge not a bunch of people 
who've opted out of full time work, which unfortunately is the way the group can come 
across sometimes. I think this has to come about through more than just a name change 
though, we need to look like we have shared collective values and we need to be able to 
clearly show what those values are.

• I almost think we could have a 'brand' i.e. doesn't even say what we do
• I don't think most members of ICG are consultants - most are market researchers, pure and 

simple.  Being freelance or having your own practice does not make you a consultant, since 
being a consultant implies being able to put the results of the research into a wider context.  

• I think it is misleading as most members see it as a group of market researchers and 
perhaps the clue should be in the name.

• Independent market research consultants
• "Independent market research consultants group 
• We need to reflect our professional expertise in our title, to distinguish us from others. "
• "Independent market research consultants group
• Market research should be in the name otherwise it is confusing"
• Independent market research forum
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Name suggestions?
All who say name should change (2)

• "Independent marketing research consultants.
• The current name is too general."
• Independent research consultants group
• Indie insight, independent researchers org
• Market research consultants group
• 'Market research' might be in there somewhere - e.g. independent market researcher 

network
• Marketing is the obvious omission, the inclusion of which would better inform the external 

audience about what we offer.  How it is worked in is tricky  - it becomes too clumsy. Maybe 
a more succinct and 'lateral' re-naming?

• Not sure......I just feel it is unwieldy and harsh
• Refer to market research and drop 'consultants'. Independent is fine.
• Research or insight needs to be in there
• "Research should be in the title
• Independent market research consultants group
• Those who aren't involved in research have other organisations more relevant for their 

specialty"
• Should include "research"
• The indies, indie researchers, indie insight, indie research insight
• The words "market research" or similar should be included in the name, so as to 

differentiate ourselves from other types of consultants.  This is becoming increasingly 
important with more and more emphasis on "e marketing".
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Name suggestions?
All who say Unsure / depends what the alternative was (1)

• Afraid no suggestions other than need to maintain 'independent' in the title
• As the membership is growing to incorporate recruiters and field agencies as well, and the 

word consultants at present seems to be a dirty word as far as industry is concerned then an 
alternative should be sought.  I.e.. Association of market research independent companies

• Association of independent market research professionals.
• Consultants seems to be an "out" word at present. But "independent" is good, so are "small" 

and "individual". Brainstorm away!
• Don't be too descriptive: "ICG" seems fine.
• Don't know
• Don't know - maybe it's fine as it is!
• I don't have any suggestions as i am quite fond of the ICG name
• I have always thought research should be in the name really - consultants is very broad. 

Independent research consultants??
• I quite like consultants despite recent debate. Marketing consultants makes it more specific 

(as opposed to management consultants)
• I suppose that 'consultants' is a dirty word now and that is the reason for changing? Possibly 

'research' instead but not entirely convinced it should change as things will move on.
• I think both 'independent' and 'consultants' are accurate. However, 'group' is weak: how 

about 'guild' or 'society' or 'association', even 'collective‘ or 'co-op' or even 'council'- a word 
that implies some form of conscious association and ensuing merit? Although well aware of 
the current opprobrium around 'consultants' I would not favour a more MR-related 
description.

• I think market research should be included somewhere but i don't have an example to offer -
as it stands it doesn't really say anything about mr - we could be consultants in anything

• I think 'research' should feature in the name
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Name suggestions?
All who say Unsure / depends what the alternative was (2)

• I was unaware there was a debate. Why change? What's wrong with the name?
• I would be pretty reluctant to change the name. In as far as any name gets known we have 

been building this one up for a while. It may not be ideal, but a new name would then mean 
people saying we needed to spend yet more money on promoting that.

• Icg is very general - should include 'research'
• ICG works fine for me as I regard what I do as consultancy work rather than straight market 

research so I wouldn't want any change closer to MR
• Ideally the name should convey market research - at present we could be consultants in 

anything - even medical consultants!
• Independent market and business research consultants
• If it is about research it should mention 'research' in it's name otherwise it just sounds 

generalist...Consultants in general
• Independent researchers group
• Independent - really not sure about the rest, it's such a catholic group that if you include 

even a generic like research you are going to exclude some valuable members.  Actually am 
pretty happy with ICG - not perfect but best we can do.

• Independent consultants consortium
• "Independent is important.  
• Group is misleading, implies we are a company.
• Am ambivalent about 'consultant'.  I think it's a barrier to business among those clients who 

associate it with high cost.  Personally prefer inclusion of a more specific word (research, or 
something that reflects what members actually do).  Even management consultants don't 
rely on just the word consultant to explain what they do.  "

• Independent is key. Probably NOT consultants. Research would be a good idea....
• Independent market research consultants
• Independent market research practitioners
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Name suggestions?
All who say Unsure / depends what the alternative was (3)

• Independent market researcher association (IMRA)
• Independent market researchers
• Independent marketing consultants group ("consultants" is too general a term.)
• Independent MR consultants group?
• Independent research
• Independent research and planning group
• Independent researchers group
• Independent researchers group, maybe.  Not sure about the consultants bit
• Independent, network
• Independent, research, 
• Independent, research/researchers
• Insight , research
• "Insight consultants group would be excellent.
• Or market research consultants group"
• It has taken some time to establish ICG. At the same time 'consultants' have a bad name in 

today's climate. IRG - independent researchers group?? Independent marketing intelligence 
group - imig?

• It should somehow relate to our industry i.e.. Marketing research.  Independent consultants 
group could apply to any sector / skills

• "Keep - INDEPENDENT
• Possibly - research practitioners"
• Market research or insight would provide more specific information on our core skills.  The 

reference to consultants covers a huge multitude of business services 
• Market research should be included somewhere
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Name suggestions?
All who say Unsure / depends what the alternative was (4)

• Market research small business collective or something that at least mentions small 
business.

• Marketing/market research
• Maybe should have research in the title
• Maybe something more directly descriptive of the membership that would come up in search 

engines more readily.  Possibly something like marketing research network?  (Used  
marketing to broaden focus)

• Might be an idea to get 'market research' in there somehow.  That does potentially cause 
issues for members who don't actually consult on MR, i.e.. Some of the people who provide 
services like recruitment or DP.  We'd have to have a different membership status for them, 
which I'd be in favour of if this gave the group a more single-minded external persona.

• My only concern about the name as it currently stands is that is very unspecific and does not 
necessarily convey research as a core discipline

• Needs thinking about. Sorry, I am in a dreadful hurry but will ponder this question further 
and write separately if I come up with a good idea.

• Needs to include research and consultant (in spite of recent discussion on egroup)
• No - but would be interested in seeing what has been suggested
• No specific suggestion but specify that we are research based
• No specific suggestions.
• No suggestions
• "Not sure ICG really says market research but given last comments about the need to raise 

profile using restricted funds, my view would be to build on what we have even if it's not 
perfect rather than invest in a new name from scratch. 

• Not sure perhaps "forum" or "network" to a) reflect the level of interaction going on and b 
)encourage buyers to plug into it more
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Name suggestions?
All who say Unsure / depends what the alternative was (5)

• In the context of the marketing target audience we need to reach we are already understood 
to work in the area of mr in many cases and its our independence which is the point of 
difference. We are not going to enter our views into an IT magazine or speak at a health and 
safety conference so as long as our search engine effectively directs those with a need for 
MR to our site - I think its OK - its a question of understanding HOW we use marketing and 
in which context to make sure the ICG name works optimally for us.    "

• Not sure whether should include 'researchers' - though I know that some members would 
not describe themselves thus at the moment it is totally unclear what we are consultants for/ 
about

• Not sure why you would want to really ...
• Nothing wrong with ICG and a lot of money can be wasted on brand changes. 
• Perhaps the word 'research' should be incorporated into the name.
• Please do not include 'market research', as many of us are not actually market researchers.  

Something with RESEARCH in the title might be good. Happy to lose the term consultant
• Research (4 mentions)
• Research marketing consultants
• "Research
• Consultants
• International(?)"
• Some reference to '(market and social) research' would be sensible.
• Something with research in the name........ (Though i know some would howl.....)
• Tricky one - most members seem to be linked to research or insight. I always have to 

explain this is area of expertise of ICG members
• What is the reason for a name change - 'too old fashioned' would generate different names 

to 'lacking global brand experience'.
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Which of these names is preferred?
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The Indie, website and e-group
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Whether read Indie e-mail bulletins?
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Rating of Indie e-mail bulletins?
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Whether visited the web site in the past 12 months?
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Frequency of visiting the web site for…
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Base size: 202
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Words used to describe web site
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Web site enhancement suggestions?
(1)

• A bit more colour, to give a sense of gravitas and solidity to clients.  Think it looks like it's for 
members only.  

• A bit more creative/upbeat/vibrant???
• "A more modern style/skin. 
• Commentary on the topics which have come up substantially on the network over the last 

period (tbd), and even some higher level analysis about what that might mean in terms of 
indications re how our industry is feeling and where it is going"

• As I rarely go there I have no comment 
• At the moment it isn't clear whether it is a website for the benefit of the ICG members or for 

clients. It needs to be made a bit more motivating and exciting for clients.
• Better community functionality
• Bit more modern and visually arresting
• Can't really comment, I don't look at it often enough to say
• Can't comment as don't use often enough
• Can't think of anything
• Can't think of anything in particular.
• Could do with a more updated image - as with all things, there are 'fashions' in websites -

and this is now dated
• "Could do with a more up-to-date makeover. 1 idea - collect those consultants interested in 

collaborating in sector groups (e.g. financial services)...Could provide a rapid, expert point of 
contact, potentially lead to sector relevant events etc...See cim structure for an example

• Don't really feel a need to visit it!
• Easier and more ways to get to a consultant you require
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Web site enhancement suggestions? (2)

• Easier way of finding people who cover rest of Europe without having to give a category first
• Even easier to navigate to members section - maybe more clear distinction between 

members bits and outsider bits?
• Faster between pages
• Fine
• "From my experience all the website has done is provide marketing companies with my 

details so they can sell to me. I've never received any business because of my presence on 
the website.

• It would be good if there was a direct enquiry link from the website to the supplier the visitor 
is interested in. This would also allow ICG to properly establish impact."

• From the e-group, i think there is a need for a techniques section/ new thinking on 
methodologies...Easy to say, not so easy to do!

• "Greater topicality / news.
• Headlines on home page to entice corporate clients to use indies"
• Had some trouble navigating and updating my profile
• Happy with it as it is
• Have a resource covering all the questions which regularly come up in the egroup -

recruiters in Watford, dp suppliers, significance testing etc.  Member survey results
• I believe the most widely used ICG service is the e-group.  It is a shame that this is hosted 

on yahoo servers, rather than the icg's own website.  I always post to the egroup via the web 
interface directly, so moving it to the ICG website will increase traffic.  It will also allow 
control over, for example, inserting advertising into the egroup mailing list.

• I do not have any suggestions
• I don't really mind that it's old-fashioned and boring!
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Web site enhancement suggestions? (3)

• I don't think it reflects the innovative and entrepreneurial spirit that the group contains. It 
needs to feel more contemporary, and possibly a bit younger. I know, what are the brand 
values of ICG ... feels like this should be a starting point.

• I have no idea as i only visit it to pay my annual subscription
• I have not really looked at it so do not feel able to comment. I really only look as emails as 

they come in. Having completed this survey I will change my ways!
• I like it - easy to navigate and find what you want
• I like some of the more recent additions (blogs, professional information/advice)...And would 

like to see that grow
• I like the website for its plainness lack of fanciness. Its simple and straightforward and the 

tabs are easy to understand. Don't go all design agency on us. 
• I really think that it's fine. If anyone has the time, it might be valuable to flag up events in the 

broader European context in market research and related topics.
• I think it works ok, sorry not given much thought to this.  Not sure I like the logo colours.
• I think the find-a-consultant page needs redesigning. I'd like the ICG to present a more co-

ordinated and supportive offer to prospective new clients. Help to find a consultant rather 
than the hands-off/DIY approach we have now 

• I would like to see more up-to-date news pages (or news blogs) with possibly links to what is 
happening in our sister organisations, e.g.. MRS, AQR, BIG, esomar etc. Also links to 
facebook, twitter etc like so many websites do these days, so that members and non 
members can follow what is happening through these new media.

• I would value a little more on international research. I seem to be the only member doing 
work in developing countries. It would be good to have more of  these. One gets a lot of "do 
you know any good recruiters in chipping Norton" etc. 
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Web site enhancement suggestions? (4)

• If the consensus is to retain the ICG name, then the whole site / rationale needs to reflect 
the fact that consultancy involving mr is much more diverse than is implied in the limited 
options you present for areas of client work.  I have great difficulty in expressing my own 
specialism of research led retail market analysis and tenant mix strategy for example.  Sure, 
that's probably because its an extreme specialism and there are relatively few of us out 
there.  But if I can't adequately express my business through the standard options its much 
less likely that clients will see clearly how specialised some ICG members skill sets are.

• Inclusion of photos and video clips
• "Introduce some animation.
• Better graphics.
• Greater involvement/interactive 
• New logo
• Greater use of usp's - group and individual.
• Basically - start again!
• It could ideally do with a much mode up-to-date look, but I'm not sure the cost of this would 

be justified. It's perfectly functional and professional, which is the main thing, and the 
consultant search is excellent.

• It currently provides me with what i need.
• It does feel like it needs update in look and feel and utility, but i couldn't give any specific 

examples off hand
• It is fine for me
• It seems fine!
• It's rather stark
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Web site enhancement suggestions? (5)

• It's a perfectly adequate, straightforward site but there isn't anything there that would make a 
non-member think it's a dynamic, leading edge, thought leading body; but for me, that's fine 
as I don't think of/use ICG in that way.  I also think the committee to marvels on a voluntary, 
shoe-string basis 

• "it's very hard to answer these questions when you haven't got it right in front of you!
• Overall, i think it's pretty good."
• Just make sure it is picked up by the search engines
• Just needs to be a bit more vibrant and creative but then it does depend on how we see our 

own brands in the context of research - it is professional and easy to navigate but just a bit 
bland? 

• Just remind me to go to it more often!
• Keep as is. It works. Why change?
• Links to other research in the public domain esp stats etc. We often have queries on egroup 

relating to population stats etc so it would be good to have links to e.g. the most useful ONS 
pages

• Look and feel. Integrated social networking tools.
• Looks a bit dull
• Make it easier to find out about forthcoming events - not justice events but also MRS, 

AURA, ESOMAR. Also have links of recommended contacts for venues taxis etc - if that is 
already on the website I haven't been able to find it!

• Make it end-user focused so that it is attractive to our prospective clients/target group.  Give 
them a reason to visit the website other than /in addition to searching for a consultant -
provide thought leadership, exciting news, viewpoints on brand/business issues; be current, 
topical and relevant so you can show off how knowledgeable we are and what fantastic 
value for money independents are, especially in these cash poor times.
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Web site enhancement suggestions? (6)

• Make links more visible - currently the colour scheme seems to hide links, reducing click-
throughs

• Mechanism to increase its use by ICG members
• More colour; more up to date articles; case histories of exciting projects; leading edge ideas
• More colour?
• "More dynamic
• Easier to navigate"
• More hits and more enquires for me.... That's a joke.  I don't know really......
• "More immediately appealing and relevant to prospective clients.
• More dynamic, more of a sense of things going on."
• More information about research practices etc.
• More input from individual members in some way.
• More promotion of the group and indies as a whole. Modern look and feel
• More reasons to go there e.g.. Tips and techniques, thought / advice / recipe / tip of the day, 

member profile, top research /marketing /ad press stories, jobs.
• More search items
• More space given to individual consultants
• More use of colour and visuals, better presentation of individual information.
• More vibrant and more exciting. It looks a bit old fashioned and certainly not leading edge.
• Need to study the website more, generally speaking make it a bit more exciting/'top of mind' 

to use more often
• Needs an overhaul. It looked OK a couple of years back, but it needs to become more 

visually interesting. It looks like a template rather than a specifically designed website.
• Needs to be easier to navigate.. It looks a bit old fashioned really; i suspect there is more in 

it than is immediately obvious
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Web site enhancement suggestions? (7)

• Needs to be much snazzier but can't really think how without looking at it!
• Needs to have a more exciting front page - it needs editing, no reason really to visit unless 

looking for other member details, read blog and no reason for clients to visit it.
• No, OK as is.....
• None - the website as it is is great. It just needs to attract more 'worthwhile' traffic.
• None come to mind
• None i can think of
• None that I can think of
• Not sure. I don't like the fact the service suppliers seem to always appear more than the 

other ICG members however, I think this is happening only on my computer, according to 
some information exchanged in the e-forum

• Nothing
• Nothing in particular
• Overall think those involved in the site, helping run ICG etc do a fantastic job, no real 

complaints or requests except the site could look a little more modern and have a slightly 
better consultant search function

• Project a more professional image to the outside world - show that we are a leading edge 
organisation with major companies as clients

• Quite happy as it is
• Seems OK
• Something like Facebook. Interactive with some posts visible for clients and other only to 

membership.
• "Stronger branding and presence - it looks cheap and old fashioned. Is that what we are 

trying to say about members? 
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Web site enhancement suggestions? (8)

• Present members in a more niche and targeted fashion. At the moment its just an endless 
list where every member is trying to say they do everything from full service to walking the 
clients dog. Why would any potential client want to buy our services on that basis. If 
someone comes to the site they should feel that this is a shop window to group of cutting 
edge experts, not a bunch of cheap as chips jobbing researchers. The front page doesn't 
project the right image, there's far too much going on without actually saying anything clear. 
I also don't like the featured member service as again it looks very amateurish. I don't think 
having a bad picture of a researcher who looks two years from retirement who says they do 
a bit of questionnaire design on a Thursday afternoon is really the best image to be 
projecting. 

• I personally think the front page of the site should be a much more stripped down, clean 
entry point with clear message around expertise with clear signposting to the various 
experts be that fieldwork, full service, by sector etc."

• "The ""international"" is too general a term to use as a criterion for the ""consultant search"". 
I work in several foreign languages which is a different skill to knowing the US market yet 
both are international"".

• I suggest the ICG looks for a more flexible tool for 2011, allowing backward and forward 
navigation.

• The criteria for describing each ICG member business are too constraining therefore the 
search process is not v helpful

• There seem to be a growing number of non-uk based members - perhaps something for us?
• Too much text to read. Need to make it easy for someone to realise what the ICG stands for 

and how it works.
• Use of a product like web trends should tell the committee which pages are most often 

consulted and thus worthy of being kept
• World has moved away from individual websites to networking sites - Facebook, twitter, 

LinkedIn, can't do them all no time!
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Rating of Web site?
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Base size: 204

Mean Score: 

2009 7.1
2010 6.2
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How many cold enquiries you have had in the last 12 months 
via the ICG website?
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How many proposals or cost requests have resulted from 
these new enquiries?

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

5
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0

Raw numbers

Base size: 31
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Whether aware of…..

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Yes

No

Not sure

Suppliers directory Suppliers ads

Base size: 204
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How useful do you find the supplier ads?

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

Very useful

Quite useful

Not very useful

Not at all useful

Not sure

2010

2009

Base size: 137
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Whether looked into supplier directory during past 
12 months?

Yes

46%
No

54%

Raw numbers

Looked up Contacted Used

Online fieldwork 10 6 8

Telephone fieldwork 9 6 4

Face to Face fieldwork 9 5 4

Qualitative Recruitment 25 12 16

Venues and services 21 10 13

Overseas Fieldwork 5 4 4

Data Processing 12 5 10

Transcription/ Secretarial 21 11 20

Other Services 11 2 0

All of them 3 1 0

Can't Remember 25 55 0
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And how useful did you find the directory?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Very useful

Quite useful

Not very useful

Not at all useful

Not sure - haven't had a need yet

2010

2009
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Whether belong to the ICG e-Group?
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No

2010

2009

Base size: 204
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Rating of ICG E-group?
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Modus Operandi
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Sources of work

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

From existing

clients

From new clients

2010

Base size: 219
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Number of different clients? 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Under 5

'5 - 10

'11 - 14

15-19

20-24

25-29

30-39

40-49

50 or more

Base = 203
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Industry sectors work on (1)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Research agencies

Business to business

Food & confectionery

Ad / marketing agencies

Other ICG members

Charities & Not for profit

Financial

Central & local government

Retail

Pharma and OTC

Health 

Professional services

IT & telecoms 

Education

Base size: 213



0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Health & Beauty incl OTC

Travel & tourism

Drinks 

Household product

Consumer durables

Entertainment & leisure

Utilities 

Automotive

Children & baby

Industrial & manufacturing

Home & garden

Transport 

Agriculture & Veterinary

Printing & stationery 

Tobacco 

%

96

Industry sectors work on (2)

Base size: 213
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% turnover from….
0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

Financial

Charities & Not for profit

Entertainment & leisure

Travel & tourism

Industrial & manufacturing

Home & garden

Transport 

Household product

Health 

Consumer durables

Utilities 

Automotive

Printing & stationery 

Tobacco 

Base size: 213
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Retail

Pharma and OTC

Media & publishing 

Children & baby

Education

IT & telecoms 
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Drinks 

Ad / marketing agencies

Health & Beauty incl OTC

Agriculture & Veterinary
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% turnover from….

Base size: 213
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Other UK agencies and

not for profit
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Overseas based

companies
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% turnover from….

Base size: 210
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Research/Insight Director

Research/Insight

Manager

Marketing Director

General Manager

Marketing Manager

Marketing Exec

Marketing services/

operations/ database

management
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Gross annual…

Average: 2010: £74.9k
2009:  £69.4k
2008:  £89.9k

Average: 2010: £40.8k
2009:  £51.9k
2008:  £51.4k

2010 Base = 204

T URNOVER %

£20,000 or under 9.3

£21,000-£30,000 9.3

£31,000-£40,000 8.8

£41,000-£50,000 7.4

£51,000-£60,000 8.3

£61,000-£70,000 3.4

£71,000-£80,000 7.4

£81,000-£90,000 3.9

£91,000-£100,000 4.4

£101,000-£150,000 12.7

£151,000-£200,000 3.9

More than £200,000 11.3

Would rather not say 9.8

PROFIT %

£20,000 or under 20.1

£21,000-£30,000 11.3

£31,000-£40,000 9.3

£41,000-£50,000 9.3

£51,000-£60,000 11.8

£61,000-£70,000 4.9

£71,000-£80,000 3.4

£81,000-£90,000 2.5

£91,000-£100,000 2.9

£101,000-£150,000 2.5

£151,000-£200,000 2.5

More than £200,000 1.5

Would rather not say 18.1
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How do you feel about turnover for 2010 (2009)? 

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

A lot more than in 2009

A little more than in 2009

Roughly the same as 2009

A little less than in 2009

A lot less than in 2009

2010

2009

Base = 203
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How do you feel about profit for 2010 (2009)? 

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

A lot more than in 2009

A little more than in 2009

Roughly the same as 2009

A little less than in 2009

A lot less than in 2009

2010

2009

Base = 203
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Observations on client RESEARCH spend? 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

2010

2009

Clients are spending more
on research this year

Clients have been spending
about the same amount on
research this year

Clients have been reducing
their spend on research
throughout this year

Base = 203
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Insurances held

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

Professional Indemnity

Public/ General Liability

Professional Expenses for Tax

Investigations (VAT, PAYE etc)

Employer's Liability

None of these

2010

2009

2008

2006

Base size: 204
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Are you registered (obtained notification) under the 
Data Protection Act 1998?

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Yes

No

2010

Base size: 219
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The Economic outlook……
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Which of the following reflect YOUR views of the impact on your 
business / the research industry of the current economic climate (1)

Base = 203

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Business is a little tougher

I have cut my fees to get jobs / projects

I'm already been "squeezed" by clients to reduce fees, give

added value for nothing - and can see this only getting worse

I'm extremely concerned that business is going to be even

tougher next year

I'm really worried about the future from a business

perspective - not just next year - but the next 5 years

I have been asked to do more "quick and dirty" research

I think a lot of clients are turning to "independents"  for value

for money - so good news for ICG members

I'm planning to maintain (or grow) profit through either price

increases or taking on more work

2010

2009
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Which of the following reflect YOUR views of the impact on your 
business / the research industry of the current economic climate (2)

Base = 203

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

More clients are using interims / consultants than

employing full time researchers

I'm planning to maintain (or grow) turnover, but will

probably take a hit on the profit line

It is having a huge negative impact on my business

Work has dried up almost completely

Clients are using local rather than international

suppliers

My work is drying up - think I'll look for permanent

work as an employee next year

I think it's all a storm in a teacup and everything will

settle down next year

Other

2010

2009
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Your own marketing spend? 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Spending a lot more than last year

Spending a little more than last year

Spending about the same as last

year

Spending a little less than last year

Spending much less than last year /

spending nothing

2010

2009

Base = 189
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Anything else you’d like to say to the committee?
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Anything else you’d like to say to the committee?(1)

• As our title does not mention RESEARCH, we could do more to attract INDEPENDENT 
CONSULTANTS who don’t do primary research

• Committee is very hard working - to be complimented

• Develop more activities for those based outside the UK

• Doing a great job!

• Don't increase annual fees

• "e-group has been great since I joined, got work from other members but also general info. 
And ""water cooler"" chat is good, IT help etc. Although my work is different from the 
quallies, definitely worth the membership fee

• E-group. Could be a bit more focused. Sometimes leads get posted that really shouldn't. 
Aside from that I’m happy with ICG and feel it offers a lot of subtle benefits to small 
consultancies

• Encourage members to not undercut each other as always a temptation in a soft market -
makes it hard to grow and be profitable; be aware that we will grow as more take early 
retirement packages and decide to enter the market

• Encouraging local networking groups vs. Complaining about them trying to organise this in 
the e-group. Clearly, new members will never find out about these if local groups are not 
'allowed' to advertise these initially online. I have also detected that there is a north south 
bias in respect of this as those in the south do not get reprimanded to the same extent. This 
is my only complaint.

• "Forget the tweeting and blogging

• Glad that I joined, e-group is useful, web site needs updating and should have more relevant 
information.  
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Anything else you’d like to say to the committee?(2)

• Glad that I joined, e-group is useful, web site needs updating and should have more relevant 
information.  

• "Greater 'group purchase schemes' e.g. all types of insurance, plus any 'non-research' 
benefits e.g. Car purchase, travel, etc.

• More opportunities for 'combined quotes' bringing together experts to form consortia.

• Better communication of who does what - we specialize in a certain area. When members 
want companies in this area, some other members immediately say 'I believe 'x'(a non-ICG 
member) is very good'.

• Not looking through what other members have to offer (which is why we do not advertise 
with ICG now)"

• Help ICG members develop other ICG members as this increases the value of the ICG to us 
all. Stop promoting non ICG members to ICG as this works against us all.

• Help with sound business advice - how to grow one's business, tips on new business 
development, methodologies, point of views on research / consultancy, how to be more 
competitive vs large research agencies and consultancies etc... 

• I can't send emails to the e-group, which is really annoying. Something to do with my 
change of email address in December. Guy suggested a remedy a couple of months ago 
but it didn't work. ICG needs a techy (or I need to email Guy again)

• I feel the committee already does a good job.

• I feel the website could be more creative, more engaging, more exciting - it’s a bit boring. 
Very wordy.
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Anything else you’d like to say to the committee?(3)

• I find the group is heavily biased towards Market Research/ers which is obviously the origin 
but there are other sorts of consultants who are members and sometimes it feels like this 
isn't the right group for me? This is reflected in the name suggestions earlier. I think it needs 
to be clearer who this group really represents - if just MR then ok or Independent 
Consultants in a more generalized way?  

• "I have been a member a long time - but would class myself as an outsider, as I can't get to 
meetings etc - maybe we should have a 'never been to meeting' meeting? The idea of going 
cold to a social event is too daunting - and the longer you don't go, the less likely you are to 
ever go!

• On this survey - it does need 'don't know' options - or even estimate / wild guess codes -
and there is no excuse for not having a go back option. If you can't do online what is 
achievable on paper, don't do it this way.

• I'm sure I'm not the only person who has two definitions of client - I work directly for some 
people and indirectly for others, but have to satisfy both. And the areas I work in therefore 
do not necessarily match my direct client list..."

• I have been a member since Sept last year when I just started to work as a Market 
Research freelancer. I made some good business contacts and got some interesting project 
work through ICG. I am a very pleased member. Would be interested in face-to-face 
gatherings but as I live in France difficult to find time and budget to come to the UK.

• I have nothing to suggest

• I miss a country search for ICG members in the Find a Consultant section of the ICG.

• I should go to more networking events band meet more members
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Anything else you’d like to say to the committee?(4)

• I think Committee and egroup are fab - you deserve medals.  I would support higher 
increase in subs if you wanted to expand range of member services i.e. More speaker 
meetings, more training days.  I've particularly enjoyed sessions where a client or ad agency 
has spoken

• I think it would be good to know more about other professional research body membership 
i.e. ESOMAR, BIG etc and what members think of these and specifically the MRS who I left 
this year after 15 years membership due to huge complacency and a perceived big 
company/agency bias. They were never really interested in representing the small 
consultancy.....unlike the ICG. Long live the ICG!  

• I think it would be really useful to have teleseminars that we can dial into. That way there is 
no geographic pressure, and if the time is inconvenient then there is always the option of 
downloading a recording.

• I think that the e group is absolutely marvellous and worth every penny of the subs. It would 
be nice if more events like Insight were there for showing my company. In terms of value, 
you're the most important MR organisation that I'm in - alongside ESOMAR. The MRS is an 
irritating and pretentious waste of money, but I keep rejoining, I suppose because I'm a full 
member and I occasionally like the papers you get with it.

• I think the committee deserve huge thanks for their efforts on our behalf.  It is the best 
membership money spent.  I would ditch the MRS if I didn't have some doubts about the 
impact.

• I think the Committee do a fantastic job!
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Anything else you’d like to say to the committee?(5)

• I think there is a wealth of information on the e-groups which is shared by email, is this 
captured anywhere on the website and tagged as well? It would be great to have this stored 
somewhere centrally. 

• "I think we (all) could do more in terms of learning about each other’s expertise and how to 
share opportunities between ourselves.  There must be ways in which smaller groups of us 
could work together more frequently, share resources, knowledge etc.

• At the moment, this side of things seems a little ad hoc or people (naturally) rely on their old-
school links and ""that's how I’ve always done things"".

• For example, I'm sure I could do more work with those who specialise in facilitation - but it's 
all too easy to tarnish every ""qualiie"" with the same brush."

• "I think you all do a great job.

• It may be important for you to know that MR is not my only work, so I am not worried so 
much about things getting more difficult. I am also a trained counsellor and maybe difficult 
times ahead could increase business on that side!"

• I use the email a lot. I think it should be kept for serious stuff not chit chat 

• I will probably not renew my ICG membership in 2011.  All the ex-client side people I know 
have tried the ICG and dropped out as it is not for them but focused on independent 
agencies, so its relevance for me is similar.  The criteria for describing business for the 
supplier directory reflects this.  I have found that members are happy to take my business 
opportunities (I have secured two ICG members work so far this year) but have had nothing 
forthcoming myself so membership has not been of value financially.  Conversely, I have 
found lots of the e-conversations of interest in learning about general business matters and 
useful technical references.
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Anything else you’d like to say to the committee?(6)

• "I would like events to be held on London's periphery so you can drive and park easily.

• I am put off by travelling by train into London and then tube / bus.

• It's so much easier to drive to a hotel / pub venue with parking

• But the easiest London venue so far was the Grosvenor hotel."

• I'd like the ICG to reduce its marketing expenditure substantially, and so reduce its fees - I'm 
horrified to learn that so much money is being spent to pay for something which realistically 
is extremely unlikely to result in my gaining new business.  I want to be able to network 
using the e-group, and use the website as an information resource.  And that’s it.

• I'd like to see the ICG promoting independents more actively

• If the ICG had the kudos/ recognition of the MRS it would be easier for me to decide not to 
renew my MRS membership, which does not seem particularly well- spent. I realise this 
contradicts my view on the subs/ marketing balance!

• Independent Consultants Group is a label for internal use only; it has no meaning for our 
clients.  They need to know that we have experience and expertise as professional 
researchers, that's why they buy us

• Is there any chance some of the results such as profit and turnover could be analysed by 
sole trader vs ltd company - I'd be interested to know if the switch is to do with turnover or 
just personal preference.  Thanks

• It's an excellent organisation and I really appreciate the work the committee does for us all. 
Having helped out a bit in the early days, I know how difficult it can be to do the ICG work on 
top of your own.

• Just a huge thanks for everything you do.  I think volunteering like this is amazing
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Anything else you’d like to say to the committee?(7)

• Like to know what has been going on re a PR/marketing report - if one is done apologies I 
have missed it - nothing onerous just part of the annual report perhaps.  

• "Look to develop and project the right brand image for the ICG. This may mean introducing 
more quality controls around listings and members. We want potential clients to come to the 
site because they see it as a valuable resource made up of industry experts. One route to 
this could be through actively looking to recruit some of the foremost minds in the business 
to the ICG. Why not look for real cutting edge industry experts and bring them in to the 
group. They don’t have to be full members but surely their association would help to raise 
the profile and image of the group. At the moment it looks like it's made up of part time 
workers who've opted for the freelance route as a lifestyle choice, so why would I buy from 
this resource unless all I'm after is someone cheap and local?

• Good luck for the upcoming year and thank you for the opportunity to provide some 
feedback on the group and the site. It's good to see researchers actually researching 
themselves; we don't as an industry do enough of this."

• Make more clients aware of what ICG members can offer them in these cash stricken times 
- would actually be interesting to do some of our own qual research to find out how they 
really do perceive us and what would make them consider us?

• Maybe a monthly email update/reminder about activities/things on the website:  also I see 
we have a LinkedIn Group - use this more for events and also ongoing research discussions 
maybe rather than the egroup

• More Central London Meetings

• More discussions about methodologies - members workshops etc. Would be good
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Anything else you’d like to say to the committee?(8)

• More on international research. And something on the promotion of market research in the 
service of attaining the Millennium Development Goals. Why is the MR industry so inactive 
when it could be leading the way?!

• "More proactive marketing.

• More stands at trade fairs.

• More publicity for Indies"

• My concern is that there are a lot of ICG members who are going to loose out because of 
their unwillingness to realise that Research is changing/has changed and what they were 
doing 10 years ago is not applicable/ too expensive now. The times of doing a project of 10 
groups and living off that income for weeks has long gone. There are in reality now too 
many Consultants for the market. Qual has suffered because end clients/commissioning 
plcs don’t trust the Recruitment process and don’t actually believe that they get 100% truth 
so are cutting budgets. I also wonder how many of the current membership will be around in 
10 years time and how many people will come in to replace them. 

• My main activities are translating and coding - neither of which seem to fit into the 
questionnaire that well.

• No already appreciate what is done.

• "Nothing to add other than heartfelt thanks to all who give up their 'spare' time to work on 
our behalf

• One of the things I love about the ICG is that it feels small, accessible and (in the nicest 
possible way) slightly amateur.  It's a bunch of very experienced Grownups, some of whom 
have been friends for years, working together to make life easier and more pleasant for 
each other.  Long may it keep this touch.
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Anything else you’d like to say to the committee?(9)

• Perhaps mail shots to clients (not emails, which get binned) bullet-pointing the benefits of 
independent consultants and a link to the Find a Consultant page.

• "Perhaps segment more between members who offer services (e.g. recruitment) which are 
of interest to other members (research agencies) and members who are offering a 'value 
added' service to end clients.

• The heterogeneous nature of the ICG may be confusing for the outsider..."

• Please change the name - the current branding is pointless

• Please don't shoot us all in our feet like you did last year with PR releases based on this 
survey.  Please run possible stories by several 'cold' test readers.  Your PR last year about 
Indies needing to cut their fees cost me a lot of money!  It's easy to be wise after the event 
so please do learn from issues which many members raised last year, Thanks

• Please focus your marketing efforts on the major clients- make sure they are aware of ICG 
and hold it in regard. Many client companies are still unaware of ICG, I believe.

• Please reiterate on e-forum that spats between individuals should be sent to individuals not 
to ALL group as most of us not interested in slanging matches between two individuals. I.e. 
Forum should be kept as information sharing and work opportunities, not a continuous 
dialogue of people's reactions to bulletins when it should be for that person only.

• Presentations/lectures on 'trends'(consumer, business etc.), especially things like social 
networking, IT, creativity.

• Promote members

• "Promotion/setting up of more local groups.

• Work more at promoting ICG opportunities with public sector clients"
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Anything else you’d like to say to the committee?(10)

• Really, get the word out to encourage potential clients to use the network.  The site is already 
organised very well and as a member you can tag your services in great detail.  I just feel that it 
would be good to get some measureable increased traffic of buyers.  If there is more than my 
perceptions reflect, it would be interesting to know

• Re-establish the PR/ writers circle 
• Some of these questions did not work for me, as most of my work is through agencies. 
• Some of your questions needed more thought - in particular I wanted to tell you more about the 

e-group which was presented as one of the main selling points of the ICG when I was joining as 
a start-up.  Things were very friendly at first, but I have observed - and become fed-up with - the 
negative and unsupportive attitude of the e-group regulars.  The cliquey-ness and the responses 
from some regulars has become so predictable that I want to switch off this service but daren't 
just-in-case it might possibly be helpful one day - but I doubt it will, it is so negative, 
condescending and unhelpful, in particular one individual who rants on at everyone (just as I am 
now - what goes around comes around!)This e-group, together with the website which is not 
sufficiently attractive to our target audience had made me question whether to renew this year...I 
did, because the name is useful: 'independent consultant' has a good ring to it when you're a one 
man band and the number of members gives it weight, but that's it.

• The e-group is the best thing about the ICG - I probably wouldn't be in it if this service did not 
happen!

• The ICG does a great job. If I leave it will be because business has pretty well died but not 
because of any failings on the part of the ICG

• Think committee members do a fantastic job and the highest praise goes to them for taking this 
on, it is an extremely useful resource, many thanks

• This is very specific - I need instruction on how to access past discussion thread on particular 
topics.  I think I tried it once or twice without success, even when I was sure that topic had been 
covered.  That way I won't need to re-ask questions of the group that have already been dealt 
with before
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Anything else you’d like to say to the committee?(11)

• The ICG has grown very rapidly and might need to become more structured e.g. With all 
members entitled to stand for election for the committee? It has a very personal feel to it (which 
is good) but will new blood need to be encouraged in to help with continuing refreshing of the 
organisation? The egroup is fantastic - although there has been a bit of lack of respect/bad 
temper on a couple of occasions which makes me a bit uncomfortable. Overall I'm really grateful 
to all who put the work in to make this the group it is - it has definitely kept me abreast of new 
trends and made working independently more fun. Thank you!

• "This survey is badly designed/tested. It does not reflect well on the organisation or the 
management. Were ICG Members commissioned for this? This looks worse than poor efforts in 
2002/3!

• The most valuable part of this research was the rates section. And somehow this has been lost 
altogether and replaced with a set of percentage based questions which will deliver nothing of 
worth in analysis.

• I just hope the report is better this year than the meaningless PowerPoint presentation handed 
out last year."

• "Well done to everyone who serves on the committee, I don't think members in general realise 
how much work you all do - you should do more to say what you do!

• Thank you

• Why are daily rates not included in this survey?

• You're too focused on conventional MR and don't offer the kind of support service you could for a 
consultant who happens to practice MR and a whole host of other economic or highly specialised 
research types - ask, me I'd be happy to elaborate (Mark Millward)


